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Abstract
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of HoneySpam, a fully operating framework that is
based on honeypot technologies and is able to address
the most common malicious spammer activities. The
idea is to fight spamming at the sources rather than at the
receivers, as it is done by the large majority of proposals and products. The present features of HoneySpam
include slowdown of the e-mail harvesting process, poisoning of e-mail databases through apparently working
addresses, increased spammer traceability through the
deployment of fake open proxies and open relays.

1 Introduction
Internet has become the preferred architecture for the
most popular user-oriented services. As any popular
resource, the Internet-based services are subject to an
increasing level of malicious actions which may have
bad consequences for both the users and the services
providers. In this paper, we focus on the amount of unwanted traffic due to unsolicited e-mails [14, 10], which
is widely known as spam. Spamming activities often
turn into remarkable losses of user time and productivity, and a waste of user and provider resources.
The most diffused proposals and products for fighting against spam are receiver-oriented in the sense that
the mail server tends to receive all e-mails and then to
determine through some filtering technique(s) whether
an e-mail is valid or not (e.g., [23, 9, 25]). Similar
techniques can be applied at the client level by the user
(e.g., [22, 19, 21]) or can be integrated (e.g., [7]). Independently of the applied techniques that are becoming
more and more sophisticated and valid, these approaches
suffer of two main problems: there are still false negatives [13, 20] (whereas the percentage of low positives is
nowadays very low); even worse, they do not reduce the
Internet traffic and do not limit the waste of network and
disk resources of the service providers.
Hence, the alternative idea to address the previous
issues is to work on the spam sources instead of the
spam destinations. A first solution can be achieved even

through the filtering techniques that put some IP addresses in a black list from which the mail servers do not
accept messages (e.g., [16]). This is a brute force approach with limited effects because an increasing number of spammers often use forged SMTP headers in order to hide the real sender. Another choice aims to build
white lists of friendly addresses from which the receipt
of spam is highly unlikely; all other sources that are not
included in the white lists are not accepted (e.g., [8]).
It should be clear that, although more modern white list
are dynamically built and self-adaptable, they are really
effective just for specific user communities. Apart from
theses issues, black and white listing do not decrease of
unwanted network traffic.
We follow the idea that fighting against the spam
sources cannot be done just through one tool, because
sending unsolicited e-mails is just the last step of a complex set of operations that are carried out by spammers
(see Section 2). Hence, an adequate spam source fight
requires a framework of different tools and, possibly, the
cooperation among interested organizations. The proposal of this paper does not yet include cooperation, but
it describes a framework (HoneySpam) that is built up
of many components among which the pivot is represented by the honeypot technology. The traditional goal
of honeypots is to trace the activity of an attacker, locate
him through a traceback operation, recognize common
operational patterns in attacks with the purpose of automatically detecting them in the future.
HoneySpam fights common spamming actions in an
effective way for one organization, although its real potential should be tested in a cooperative context, such
as [12]. In particular, HoneySpam faces the e-mail harvesting process [6, 27], by slowing it down and polluting the spammer databases with special, valid e-mail addresses, which cannot be identified as fake by common
spammer tools [18]. Furthermore, these addresses induce the spammer to send e-mails to other honeypots of
HoneySpam (destination SMTP servers), thus increasing the traceability of the spammer source(s). HoneySpam also deploys fake open proxies and open relays [14, 17] that permit to trace spammers and block

unwanted traffic. To gain effectiveness, it is not necessary that the spammer accesses to every HoneySpam
component. Indeed, information about malicious uses
can be derived through the access of just one component,
even although the access to more components facilitates
spammer traceability and anti-spam efficacy.
The rest of the paper is organized as following. Section 2 presents a brief overview of some common spamming activities. Section 3 describes the requirements of
an anti-spam tool that emerge from a detailed study of
spamming activities and presents the design and some
implementation details of the HoneySpam architecture.
Section 4 presents an overview of possible countermeasures the spammers can act against HoneySpam and how
they are handled. Related work is the topic of Section
5. Section 6 illustrates future research perspectives. Finally, Section 7 presents some conclusive remarks.

of a Web site in search of e-mail addresses and of further Web links to navigate. The former are extracted
and used to compose lists or (more usually) to populate
databases of potential customers. E-mail harvesting is
an important step, because a spammer has to build its
list of victims before he can actually send unsolicited
messages to them. However, it must also be pointed
out that this action is not performed by any spammer,
since lists of (presumably valid) e-mail addresses can be
bought from the Internet. Although harvesting has softened recently (thanks to existing collections of e-mail
addresses, usually available on CDs or databases), it still
remains one of the major sources of e-mail addresses for
spammers [15].

2 Spammer activities

Operating anonymously Spamming activities are illegal in many (but not every) countries, thus anonymity
is one most important goals pursued by a spammer. Figure 2 shows the actions undertaken by a spammer to gain
anonymity when sending e-mails.

In this section, we present a brief summary of the most
common actions performed by a spammer.
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Figure 1: E-mail harvesting
E-mail harvesting Figure 1 shows one of the first actions performed by spammers that is, e-mail harvesting. A dedicated crawler software browses the pages
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Figure 2: Sending spam anonymously
A common technique used to hide traces of malicious
activities is the use of an open relay. An open relay is
an SMTP server which does not need authentication to
forward e-mails. A single open relay is, in theory, sufficient to provide anonymity because every SMTP request
appears to be coming from its IP address. Actually, the
use of one open relay is risky because if it is configured
to log every activity, the IP address of the spammer gets
stored in the open relay log files. This is the reason why
spammers often use one or more open proxies (which
form a proxy chain) to hide their activities. An open
proxy is an intermediary node that forwards traffic between a client and a server without the need of authentication. The use of open proxy chains makes it much
more difficult to trace spammers back. Public lists of
open proxies can be easily found online, for instance at

[26].

Once the principal activities of a spammer are detailed,
in this section we outline the requirements that a system
fighting against spam sources has to satisfy. Next, we
propose the architectural design and some implementation details of HoneySpam.

every message. This information can be parsed to obtain
valuable information about the spam sources.
Block spam e-mails To reduce the end effects of
spam that is, the deliver of unsolicited messages, the associated traffic has to be blocked. E-mail blocking can
be performed at different levels of the Internet infrastructure, in particular at the network level [12] or at the
application level (open proxies and relays).

3.1 Requirements of an anti-spam system

3.2 Architecture

In order to effectively fight against spam sources, it is
necessary to contrast the operations described in Section
2. In particular, we identify the following three goals.
Reduce the efficiency of crawlers Spammers rely
on up-to-date lists of valid e-mail addresses in order to
reach as many recipients as possible. Thus, it is crucial
to reduce the efficiency of the e-mail harvesting process.
This goal can be obtained in several ways, as shown below.
A first step to reduce the effectiveness of crawlers
consists in the possibility of forcing them into a (possibly endless) loop of Web page retrievals. In particular, if each Web page in the loop does not contain any
parseable e-mail address, the final goal of the crawler
(that is, collecting valid e-mail addresses) is defeated.
A further damage that can be inflicted to crawlers is
the possibility of populating the Web pages with invalid
addresses (poisoning). These are parsed by the crawlers
and are usually fed to the spammer databases. The end
result is a database that contains many invalid entries
(polluted database). The drawback of this approach lies
in the possibly increased network traffic due to the spammer trying to contact all those fake addresses. This traffic can be used to better trace spam sources.
Web pages are browsed not only by malicious
crawlers, but also by normal ones (e.g., Googlebot). In
order to permit legitimate crawling, the robot exclusion
protocol [4] has to be implemented at the Web server. It
tells crawlers which portions of the site are available to
indexing purposes and which are not. The vast majority
of legitimate crawlers complies to this protocol and is
not involved in the Web page retrieval loop.
Identify spammers To identify spammers, it is necessary to encourage them to use honeypot services to their
advantages. This is done through the deployment of fake
servers such as open proxies and open relays.
Letting spammers use honeypot services is not
enough. To ensure traceability of their actions, logging
must be enabled for every deployed service (open proxy,
open relay, Web server).
A further measure that helps in the identification is the
use of valid e-mail addresses in the Web pages returned
by the fake Web server. These addresses are handled by
a honeypot SMTP server, which logs every activity and

Figure 3 shows the architecture of HoneySpam. The
framework is placed into the DMZ area of an enterprise
network. HoneySpam includes several emulated components, each one dedicated to fight one specific aspect of
spamming. We distinguish the following components:
fake Web servers (to allow e-mail harvesting), fake open
proxies, fake open relays (to provide spammers with services that can be used to their advantage), destination
SMTP servers (to increase spammers traceability). Service emulation is obtained through honeypots. In the
following we detail the design choices and some implementation details regarding honeypots and each considered component.

3 Architecture of HoneySpam

3.3 Honeypots
The first design choice concerns the deployment of honeypots. There exist many alternatives, which we discuss
next.
A possibility is to use real software on real hardware,
for example an instance of an Apache Web server runs
on a node. This solution, even though feasible, is definitely not advisable, since software typically has security bugs, which could be used to penetrate the host in order to obtain valuable information, to install “unwanted”
services, even to obtain a privilege escalation. Besides
making a service unavailable, a compromised host could
also be used to attack third-party nodes. In this case, it is
often necessary to install both the operating system and
the applications from scratch.
Another possibility is to use real software on emulated hardware, for instance by using User-Mode Linux
(UML), as explained in [1]. UML is an open source
virtual machine. It allows to run multiple instances of
Linux, as a user process, on the same system at the same
time. Real services are run on emulated hosts. This solution is better than the previous one because if the host is
compromised, it is only necessary to replace the copy of
the emulated host and to restart it in order to obtain the
previous situation. Still there is the possibility to use the
security holes of the UML software to acquire superuser
privileges and to drive attacks to third party hosts.
Finally, it is possible to run emulated software on both
real and emulated hardware. Depending on the amount
of the available system nodes, emulated services are run

Figure 3: Architecture of HoneySpam
on real or emulated hardware. In this way no security
holes can be exploited, simply because there is no real
service running, only an emulation.
The latter possibility seems the most promising, because it is the most immune from exploits, which must
be avoided at all costs. The previous considerations motivate the implementation of the honeypots of our framework by using emulated software on both real and emulated hardware. We use the honeyd tool [17], which is
a small daemon that creates virtual hosts on a network.
The hosts can be configured to run arbitrary services
(e.g., an Apache Web server, a sendmail SMTP server),
on predefined operating systems (Windows 2000 Pro,
GNU/Linux with a 2.4.x kernel). These services are implemented through Perl scripts.

3.4 System components
Fake Web server To protect against harvesting we deploy fake Web sites, whose goal is to slow down the process and to pollute the spammer databases. The idea
is to provide a (potentially endless) sequence of links,
thus catching the crawlers in a very long process. The
pages of HoneySpam Web servers provide “special” email addresses that, if used by the spammer, help trace
him back. Furthermore, each action is logged in order to
understand who is accessing the Web servers.
The fake Web servers generate dynamic pages containing many links and e-mail addresses. This idea resembles the behavior of Wpoison [5], with some improvements. The number of links, as well as that of the
addresses is randomly chosen in a given range (for instance there is a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 20
links per document). We also provide many text files
to be randomly used as the body of the html document.
Random generation of Web pages greatly reduces determinism and, consequently, the risk of being identified as a honeypot. The e-mail addresses are not randomly chosen, because otherwise one cannot be sure to
create a valid address. Instead, the user names are cre-

ated as a composition of as much information as possible about the crawler from the Web server it is visiting. We collect the source IP address as well as the
timestamp of the request and create a user name of the
form crawler-IP timestamp. The domain is randomly chosen among the list of domains belonging to
our system. This approach is useful in two ways. First
of all these addresses cannot be recognized as fake by
software like e-mail Verifier [18], whose goal is to clean
polluted e-mail databases. Next, spammers send e-mails
to many of our honeypots, thus increasing the effectiveness of traceability.
An interesting aspect concerns the creation of fake
links. These are randomly distributed among different
Web servers. At each Web server the same script is executed, regardless of the requested resource, except for
the requests directed to robots.txt in order to implement the robot exclusion protocol.
Fake open proxies and relays In order to destroy
the anonymity of the spammer, we provide virtual open
proxies and open relays, whose main goal is to intercept
illegal traffic operated by spammers. Connections to our
open proxy and open relay servers are logged, to understand where the unwanted traffic is coming from. Furthermore the traffic is blocked, thus reducing the number
of unwanted e-mails reaching target users.
A connection that reaches an open proxy is usually
generated by a spammer or another open proxy, in both
cases enemy entities. Consequently, the corresponding
source IP address is logged (and, optionally, inserted
into a black list). We also log the IP address of the following node, since it usually is another open proxy or
an open relay [14]. This allows to catch two enemy entities at a time. A connection that reaches an open relay is almost always generated by an open proxy, mainly
for anonymity reasons. In this case, the corresponding
source IP address is logged (and, possibly, blacklisted).
The fake open proxies emulate a subset of the HTTP
protocol. Requests made with methods other than GET

and CONNECT are answered with an error message.
GET requests are answered with a randomly generated
page. CONNECT requests to port 25 are internally redirected to an emulated open relay. The motivation behind
this redirection is that the spammer may think nothing
went wrong and he is connected to the SMTP server he
requested, while he actually is connected to one of our
honeypots. CONNECT requests to ports other than 25
are served with a “Request Timeout” message.
The fake open relays emulate a sendmail SMTP
server. All the main commands of the SMTP protocol
have been implemented, so that no one could notice the
difference with a real server. When an e-mail is sent
through the open relay, it actually does not reach destination, since all messaged are logged but not forwarded,
except the very first one. This is done in order to fool a
spammer who sends a first probe message to himself to
see if the service is properly running.
Fake destination SMTP server The destination
SMTP server is specific to the domains protected by
HoneySpam. If the spammer has harvested e-mail addresses from Web servers present in HoneySpam, these
addresses will correspond to mailboxes in HoneySpam’s
destination SMTP servers. The idea is to redirect all the
traffic coming to any of the special address to a single
mailbox, in which all the messages are logged and stored
for analysis and backtracking purposes. The fake destination SMTP server is implemented similarly to the
open relay; as a matter of fact, the set of SMTP commands is the same. This time the server is configured
not to send any message, if requested to.
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In this section we present a brief survey of malicious
activities that can be directed to HoneySpam and related
responses.
Honeypot identification One on the main problems
when using honeypots is the possibility to be discovered.
Attackers use footprinting techniques [3, 11] in order to
understand whether the services they are using are real
or emulated. The honeyd framework is extremely useful to this purpose, since it is capable of returning different messages based on which operating system and
services it is emulating. We tested its capabilities of emulating network topologies with many tools, including
ping, hping, traceroute. All IP addresses emulated by the system are reachable through these tools,
thus we can say honeyd is effectively able to emulate
network topologies. Furthermore, we tested the capability of emulating in a proper way the features of various operating systems (Windows 2000 Professional, and
Linux with a 2.4.7 kernel, among others) and of the services (a sendmail SMTP server, an Apache Web server).

Network scanners such as nmap and amap have been
fooled by honeyd. Indeed, they were not able to recognize that the operating systems and the services were
emulated and not real. Thus, we can conclude that, with
the tools usually adopted by spammers, it is rather difficult to recognize our servers as honeypots.
Besides white hats, spammers and attackers also
maintain their blacklists (in this case, of honeypots);
they are called reverse blacklists. In the actual implementation, HoneySpam is not able to address this problem, because each emulated server uses only one IP address. Each blacklisted server is no longer available for
honeypotting. A possible improvement, which does not
solve this problem entirely, is to use as many IP addresses as possible. An authoritative DNS server will
map entire IP ranges into one hostname in a random way.
Thus, if one of the IP addresses of a host is blacklisted,
the host will still be reachable thanks to the other IP addresses it is related to.
Intrusion Another possible malicious action is to
penetrate the host in order to get valuable information,
to install “unwanted” services or even to attack a third
party. This is usually accomplished by using a software
or protocol vulnerability. For instance, if the attacker
gets to understand that the servers are running honeyd,
he could take advantage of its security holes to penetrate
one of HoneySpam’s hosts. Removing all security vulnerabilities in honeyd is difficult, but these risks may
be kept limited through simple actions. For example,
honeyd has to be run with superuser privileges in order to let it manage networking; this is quite dangerous.
If, on the other hand, honeyd runs in a restricted environment (such as a chroot jail), the privileges obtained
through an exploit are limited only to the restricted area.
As a consequence, the attacker is prevented from having access to sensible information such as system configuration files. To improve protection against intrusion
attacks, HoneySpam can be integrated with a file alteration monitoring service, such as [28]. Its main purpose
is to check for the creation of new files, which is one of
the most common steps in installing new unwanted software. Changing or just reading existing files should also
be cared, with the exception of the log files, because they
are constantly changed by HoneySpam.

5 Related Work
The idea of using honeypots to fight spam is not quite
novel. There are many works in literature describing
how to use honeypots to detect suspicious traffic in order
to understand how black hats behave, which include (but
are not limited to) spam traffic detection.
A recent work describing the main steps followed by
spammers in sending e-mails is presented in [14]. The
author also explains how it is possible to use honeypots

to fight the various spammer activities, for instance by
deploying fake Web servers in order to pollute the spammers databases, after the e-mail harvesting process, or
by deploying fake open proxies and relays in order to
trace the spammer back. The author explains how to use
real Web servers and how to turn them into honeypots.
In [17] Provos suggests to implement fake open proxies and relays through the honeyd framework, in an
emulated network environment. HoneySpam not only
implements all the suggestions of this paper, but also
adds an anti-harvesting mechanism that poisons the
spammer databases. The goal is to drive spammer activity to other honeypots of the HoneySpam framework.
In [12] a mobile honeypot mechanism is proposed,
that allows unwanted traffic to be detected significantly
close to the origin of spam. This is obtained through
a strict cooperation among Autonomous Systems (ASs).
The main goal of Mohonk is to detect and possibly block
the routing of messages through the use of dark address
spaces. HoneySpam tries to reach the same goal, that is
to block spam close to its source.
Real software can also be used to provide honeypots.
As an example, a description on how to use sendmail as
a honeypot SMTP server is presented in [24]. In [2],
an open proxy honeypot (Proxypot) is deployed through
an Apache Web server compiled with additional security
modules. Wpoison [5] is a tool that attempts to solve the
e-mail harvesting problem. It is a CGI script that generates randomized invalid addresses and pseudo-hyperlinks. The goal is to pollute the spammers databases
and to capture the crawlers in a possibly endless loop.
There are two main differences with the approach of
HoneySpam: the e-mail addresses are bogus, thus preventing the interaction with further honeypot facilities,
such as HoneySpam’s destination SMTP servers. Furthermore, being it a CGI script, this tool has to be run on
a real Web server, which is a security treat.

6 Future work
Though it is far from being perfect, HoneySpam can be
extended to improve its effectiveness in fighting spam
sources. There are two possible directions to look for
improvement.
Scalability and fault-tolerance Given the increasing
amount of attacks, a single honeypot is more likely to become the bottleneck of the entire framework. Honeypot
overloads have to be definitively avoided, since an overloaded host loses appreciation to spammers, and its attracting potential decreases. A future direction towards
scalability consists in the replication of the honeypots,
both at the local and at the geographical level.
Limiting the network throughput of spammers Another way to avoid overloads is to take advantage of
traffic shapers, which limit both incoming and outgoing

bandwidth to given thresholds. Traffic shaping also carries another benefit: it helps slowing down the throughput associated to spammer activities. In order to better
emulate the network conditions, variable routing delays
should be considered. In this way it is much more difficult for a spammer to recognize that the traffic is artificially slowed down, since these network conditions
resemble a real environment.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have shown the design and implementation of a fully working anti spam framework. Through
the deployment of honeypot services, we are able to
face the main spammers’ malicious actions. The email harvesting phase is slowed down and the addresses
databases are polluted with special e-mail addresses,
which lead the spammer to interact with other honeypot services (destination SMTP servers). This improves
spammer traceability. We also deploy honeypot open
proxies and relays, with the goal of intercepting and
blocking unwanted traffic. Furthermore all interactions
are logged with analysis purposes to increase the spammer traceability. Finally, we take into account the main
attacks spammers could drive against our framework,
and how we can face them. We are currently testing the
implementation of the HoneySpam framework. We are
running honeyd on a few machines to test the functionality and effectiveness of the implemented services.
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